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 Connecting WordPress with Social Media 

If you have blog content, you may want your readers to share that content. In this article, Linda offers a 

variety of ways to help your readers share what you’ve written. The focus in this article is on Gravatar, avatars 

and linking to social media through WordPress Global. 

 Connecting Globally with WordPress 
One way to connect globally with WordPress (WP), with your WP blog, and with other WP blogs is to check in 

at the WP site. If you do not have an account with WP, no worries...you’ll learn how to create one and how 

to include some other tools in the process. 

 

A warning to those who like to remain incognito – if you plan to use an anonymous method of posting or 

commenting on blogs, you have to work around the features I mention in this article. These features and 

tools are for those individuals who want to push their products, services, writing and ideas to the forefront. 

These methods do NOT help you remain anonymous. 

 

That said, you need to decide, step-by-step throughout this process, how much you want to share with your 

friends, family and that stranger in a foreign country. While you hope that everyone who walks through your 

WP door is filled with light, love and happiness, keep that idea projected into the universe. Reality is that, 

despite all your karma, you may encounter some trouble along the way from individuals who have nothing 

better to do than to stalk you, hassle you or merely disagree with everything  you say and do. 

 Getting Started at WordPress Global 

 

http://wordpress.com/
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When you arrive at the WordPress page (different than the WordPress download or WordPress Codex), you’ll 

see that you can log in at the registration area in the upper left of your screen. If you are not a member of 

the WP site, you cannot gain access to an API code, and you may want this tool down the road to activate 

other tools such as Askimet to help delete spam at your blog’s source. 

 

When you sign up with WP, you do not need to create a blog immediately. However, if you are new to 

WordPress, this feature might help you get accustomed to WP’s features in a safe environment. While there 

are some limitations to hosting a blog on WP, they offer widgets, templates and stats that make this whole 

blogging process much easier than it would be if you hosted the blog on a server. 

 

Plus, when you host a blog at WP, you get to experience some features that other WP users may not 

experience, ever, or – at least – not until WP developers make those features into apps that you can use on 

your own hosted WP blog. 

 

Even if you do not create a blog at WP, you have the option to develop a profile and much more at WP 

Global. By combining WP Global and Gravatar, you can pull in some significant social network tools that can 

promote your blog to thousands of other readers as you make your rounds on the Web. Allow me to show 

you what I mean... 

 Gravatar Punch 

 

 

http://wordpress.com/
http://codex.wordpress.org/
http://akismet.com/
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Since I’ve been on Gravatar a while, and on WP even longer, I’m unsure how the conjoining between the 

two sites took place or when it happened. I just know that, now, I can work from two different sites to create 

an avatar, to switch that avatar around and to create links and ways to communicate in both places. 

 

Now that you’re registered at WP, you might want to head to Gravatar to create an avatar. An avatar is an 

image that you see alongside a Web user’s name in many instances. If you have a FB page, a blog, a Twitter 

account and more that all link together as YOU or as your business...then WP and Gravatar can be likened 

to the foundation for that connectivity in many ways. Gravatar, basically, creates a way to identify yourself 

across the board at many social media sites through an avatar and through your personal preferences to 

connect various social media sites. 

 

The Gravatar site is easy to use, and they link to a ton of instructional sites and guidelines to help you 

delineate how to use your avatar and your profile. Once you connect between Gravatar and WordPress, 

you can open your WP account and see that your profile at WP imitates the one that you created at 

Gravatar.  The profile you create can be self-edited so that your public image displays only what you want 

others to see: 

 

 

http://en.gravatar.com/
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Note: This profile is shown at Gravatar, but anyone can reach it through WP as well. Note that you can 

include a number of profile photos and links to other sites as well as links to your Twitter account and about 

twenty other social media sites. You might also note that your larger image will be pixelated, or lossy, 

because Gravatar seems to refuse to post the larger image on any given avatar photo. 

 

You might note, too, that when you register at WP Global and at Gravatar and return to check out your 

profile at WP, you’ll see the following: 

 

 

 

The arrows above point to the fact that if you add new photos and new links to external services (meaning 

social media sites), you’ll be conducting those activities through Gravatar. 

 Using Avatars in Self-Hosted WP Blogs 

If you are hosting a WP blog on a server outside WP, you’ll see how you can manage your avatars in the 

Dashboard if you go to “Settings > Discussion.” Scroll down that page to the bottom, where you’ll see this 

information: 
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In the image above, you can see choices to show or not show avatars, choices for ratings, and choices for 

default avatars for others who do not use an avatar. From these settings, you can see how comments look 

on one of my sites, lindagoin.com: 

 

http://lindagoin.com/
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Yes, I chose a very complimentary response to one of my poems at that site for this example. Who wouldn’t? 

The arrow points to the person who does not have an avatar. In my previous settings, I chose the “mystery 

man” for the default avatar, but other choices can be more colourful. I don’t know how Neil created his 

avatar, but – by the mere fact that it shows – it means that he has created an avatar and that it is available 

to show up on any site uses and accepts avatars. 

 

Note that my public image avatar, the beak nose profile compared to penguins with same, is used here in 

this blog. Rest assured that, if I choose to comment on any other blog tapped into using Gravatar avatars (or 

avatars in general), this same image will show up there as well. 

 

This similarity of image across the board works wonderfully to help people connect you to a face, a logo, or 

a piece of your artwork for that matter. Use consistency, especially with a logo (in other words, don’t change 

up the avatar unless you design a new logo). But, feel free to change up your logo across the board if you 

feel you need to change it. Once you change the image in the avatar, it is change globally, across all WP 

sites or any other sites that recognize Gravatar avatars now, in the future and – incredibly – also in any past 

comments or posts you have created. This makes your avatar virtually seamless. 
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 Conclusion 
Using an avatar to display a logo or your image or any other image that you see fit to use can create a 

visual connection between you and your words and the reader. This connectivity can work to help readers 

to place your image, subliminally, with your ideas at your blog or at other blogs where you post comments. 

 

Now, in addition to using Gravatar to help you connect with your social media tools, WP also is getting in on 

the social media circus at their WP Global site. If you host a site with them, you can add “like” and 

reblogging features to your blog hosted at WP.  If this is the case, then you might expect WP to come out 

with an app in the near future that can help those individuals who host WP blogs on other servers to be able 

to do the same. Some plugins now offer that capability, but – not trusting using a wide variety of plug-ins – I 

will wait to see what WP offers after they work out any bugs in this feature. 

 

In the next article, I’ll provide more information about these features at WP Global as well as information 

about other social media capabilities, no matter where you host your WP site. 

http://mashable.com/2010/06/01/wordpress-quickpress-like/
http://mashable.com/2010/06/01/wordpress-quickpress-like/

